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Abstract— Cross-view person identification (CVPI) from
multiple temporally synchronized videos taken by multiple
wearable cameras from different, varying views is a very
challenging but important problem, which has attracted more
interest recently. Current state-of-the-art performance of CVPI
is achieved by matching appearance and motion features across
videos, while the matching of pose features does not work
effectively given the high inaccuracy of the 3D pose estimation
on videos/images collected in the wild. To address this problem,
we first introduce a new metric of confidence to the estimated
location of each human-body joint in 3D human pose estimation.
Then, a mapping function, which can be hand-crafted or learned
directly from the datasets, is proposed to combine the inaccurately estimated human pose and the inferred confidence
metric to accomplish CVPI. Specifically, the joints with higher
confidence are weighted more in the pose matching for CVPI.
Finally, the estimated pose information is integrated into the
appearance and motion features to boost the CVPI performance.
In the experiments, we evaluate the proposed method on three
wearable-camera video datasets and compare the performance
against several other existing CVPI methods. The experimental
results show the effectiveness of the proposed confidence metric,
and the integration of pose, appearance, and motion produces a
new state-of-the-art CVPI performance.
Index Terms— Confidence metric,
identification, human pose matching.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

V

IDEO-BASED surveillance has been widely used in
many security, civil, and military applications. Traditional surveillance videos are captured by multi-camera network, where all the cameras are installed at fixed locations.
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Since they cannot move freely, the cameras can only cover
limited areas from prefixed view angles. In recent years,
wearable cameras, like Google Glass and GoPro, have been
introduced to many applications to expand the video coverage.
Compared with fixed cameras, wearable cameras are mounted
over the head of the wearers and can move with the wearers
to better capture the scene of interest. For example, in a sport
game or a protest event, multiple policemen can wear cameras
to record videos at different locations and from different view
angles, which can facilitate the detection of abnormal persons
and activities.
One fundamental problem in analyzing multiple videos
taken by multiple wearable cameras is cross-view person
identification (CVPI) − identifying the same person from
these multiple videos [1]. As in [1], we assume all the videos
are temporally synchronized, which can be achieved by
sharing a clock across all the cameras. Given the temporal
synchronization, if the corresponding frames across multiple
videos cover the same person, this person must bear a unique
pose and motion in 3D space. As a result, we can estimate the
3D pose and motion of each video and match them across
these videos to accomplish CVPI. As in many person reidentification methods, appearance feature matching can also
be used for CVPI [1], although the extracted 2D appearance
features may vary under different views.
Zheng et al. [1] have shown the effectiveness of using
motion features for CVPI, especially when using the viewinvariant motion features extracted by supervised deep learning. It also shows that the appearance features and motion
features can complement each other to improve the CVPI
performance. However, the use of pose features for CVPI
[2] is not very successful due to the high inaccuracy of the
3D human pose estimation (HPE) on videos/images collected
in the wild. For example, for the body joints in 3D HPE,
the average Euclidean distance between the ground-truth 3D
locations and the estimations by [3] is 71.90 mm, which is
about 1/7 of the length of human torso in Human 3.6M dataset
[4]. Even so, this dataset is collected in a highly-controlled
lab environment with very simple background. The accuracy
of estimated 3D location of joints will be much worse in
outdoor environments with more camera motion and viewangle changes [5].
What’s more, the localization accuracy of different joints is
highly inconsistent in 3D HPE. As described in [3], the 3D
localization error at wrist is much larger than that at hip –
101.48 mm versus 28.81mm. This inconsistency comes from
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Fig. 1. An illustration of 3D human pose estimation with confidence. Left:
Different views of the same person taken at the same time. Middle: (HPElocalized) joints with confidence larger than 0.7. Right: (HPE-localized) joints
with confidence larger than 0.1.

possible occlusions and different degrees of freedom. Using
poorly estimated joint locations may significantly reduce the
CVPI accuracy based on matching human poses. An example
is shown in Fig. 1, where two images of the same person
are taken from different views at the same time. Due to
self-occlusion, the estimated locations of the right arm by a
3D HPE algorithm are largely incorrect. Without considering
the right arm, we can match the estimated 3D poses from
these two images much better. Inspired by this, we propose to
estimate the confidence of each localized joint, which is then
combined with human pose to boost CVPI. Note that the goal
of this paper is not to develop a new 3D HPE algorithm with
higher accuracy. Instead, we simply select one existing HPE
algorithm, derive confidence at each joint and then apply them
for CVPI.
In this paper, we propose a confidence-weighted human
pose matching method for cross-view person identification.
First, we introduce a confidence metric for the estimated
location of each joint in 3D HPE. Considering the steps
of 3D HPE, we derive the confidence at each joint from three
aspects: (1) 2D confidence, which is derived from the process
of 2D HPE; (2) 3D confidence, which refers to the certainty
of 3D HPE from the 2D heat-maps of joints generated by
2D HPE; (3) temporal confidence, which reflects the stability
of joints’ locations over time. Then, a mapping function is
developed to combine the 3D poses and corresponding confidence metrics of two videos to compute their pose distance.
Specifically, we employ two different ways to construct the
mapping functions. One is based on direct multiplication
while the other is based on deep learning. For a given video,
the matched video is the one with the smallest matching pose
distance in the gallery dataset. Finally, we integrate the pose
matching with appearance and motion feature matching for
CVPI. In experiments, we evaluate the proposed method on the
three datasets SEQ1 [2], SEQ2 [2] and SYN [1]. All of them
are human walking videos, which are taken by two GoPro
cameras from different views at the same time. As a result,
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they are composed of temporally synchronized video pairs that
capture the same walking subject from different views. The
experimental results on these datasets show the effectiveness
of the introduced confidence metric and the complementarity
of poses, appearance and motion features in CVPI.
There are mainly three contributions: 1) We introduce a
new metric of confidence, which represents the certainty of
estimated joint’s location in 3D HPE; 2) We propose to
combine the inaccurately estimated human pose with inferred
confidence metric to accomplish CVPI, which illustrates the
effectiveness of confidence metric for pose-based CVPI; 3) On
the SEQ1, SEQ2 and SYN datasets, the combination of pose,
appearance and motion features achieves a new state-of-theart CVPI performance, which shows that the use of the poses
weighted by confidence can complement the appearance and
motion features in CVPI.
A preliminary conference version of this paper was published in [6]. In this journal version, we propose to use fullyconnected network to combine the confidence metrics and the
estimated pose for video distance computation, which extends
and outperforms the original multiplication-based method
in [6]. We also include in this paper more related works
on traditional person identification and confidence metrics
and more experiments to show the influence of different
configurations and parameters.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we briefly review the related works on person
identification, human pose estimation, and confidence metric.
A. Person Identification
The aim of CVPI is to associate person from temporally
synchronized videos taken by wearable cameras, which is
proposed by Zheng et al. [1], [2]. Compared with traditional person re-identification, the temporal synchronization
assumption brings new characteristics to person identification:
1) 3D human pose of the same person is identical in the
same frame across the videos; 2) human motion of the same
person is also consistent in 3D space in different videos.
Zheng et al. [2] adapt the method in [7] to estimate 3D
human pose and use the pose distance as a matching metric,
but resulting in unsatisfactory CVPI performance. Recently,
Zheng et al. [1] train a network to learn view-invariant features
from optical flow. Then the Euclidean distance between these
features is regarded as a metric to select the matching video.
The combination of appearance and motion feature matching
method does lead to much better CVPI accuracy, but the crossdataset result is still lower than that produced by unsupervised
methods.
Also related to this paper is person re-identification, which
aims to match persons captured by non-overlap cameras. The
works on person re-identification can be roughly divided into
two kinds. The first kind focuses on how to construct discriminative feature [8]–[17]. For example, Li et al. [8] model the
interactions between persons in two different views by learning
a cross-view projective dictionary. To further improve its representation power, Li et al. [9] introduce multi-level features
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to this method. Due to its high effectiveness, it was applied to
solve the divergence of image resolution caused by different
camera positions [14]. Dai et al. [15] developed a feature
transformation method based on unified matrix factorization
to improve the representation ability of hand-crafted features.
Chen et al. [16] proposed a fast re-identification method by
jointly learning a subspace projection and a binary coding
scheme. The other kind is focused on learning an effective
distance metric [18]–[21]. Wang et al. [21] propose a datadriven metric, which re-exploits the relationship between a
query-gallery pair in training data to adjust the learned general
metric. Ye et al. [22] utilize the similarity and dissimilarity
relationships to optimize the original ranking results. More
recent works on person re-identification include the training of
an end-to-end CNN model to learn feature and metric at the
same time [23], [24] and the semi-supervised or unsupervised
person re-identification [25]–[27] to reduce the amount of
needed data labeling. An Adaptive Ranking Support Vector
Machines method is developed to deal with person label
deficiency under target cameras in [25]. Ye et al. [26] design
a dynamic graph matching method to estimate cross-camera
labels. This unsupervised method obtains competitive performance against the fully supervised baselines.
Compared with conventional person re-identification,
the CVPI problem focuses on associating persons captured by
synchronized wearable cameras. Due to continuous moving
of wearable cameras, it is very difficult to calibrate them
accurately, which may lead to the failure of methods based
on prior camera calibration. We need to design new algorithm
for this problem. On the other hand, the above methods try to
learn better features or distance metrics from appearance cue,
which can be adapted for appearance-based CVPI and further
combined with our pose-based method.
B. Human Pose Estimation
Like many other tasks in computer vision, convolutional
neural network (CNN) based HPE methods have achieved
much better performance than traditional methods [28]. As a
fundamental step, 2D HPE from one image has achieved
high accuracy in various scenes [29]–[31]. For example,
Chu et al. [31] achieve 91.5% score in PCKh on MPII
dataset [29]. In contrast, the accuracy of 3D HPE is still
far from satisfactory [32]. A simple idea is to train a CNN
to regress joint locations directly [33]. After this, many
improvements have been proposed, such as adding viewpoint
prediction [34], enforcing structural constraints [35] and fusing
2D and 3D information [36], [37]. These algorithms are mainly
developed for controlled lab environments [4], [38]. Their
performances cannot be preserved when the images/videos are
taken in outdoor environments or in the wild. To alleviate this
problem, two-step approaches are proposed [5], [39], [40].
The first step is to estimate 2D joint heat-maps, which can
benefit from existing 2D HPE methods [30], [41]. Then, 3D
locations of joints are regressed from the estimated heatmaps or 2D locations, which can be trained by only using
annotated images captured in the lab [42]. These methods
achieve better performance in the wild environment, but the
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inconsistency of joints localization accuracy still exits, which
will severely affect the CVPI results based on matching 3D
human poses.
Our goal is to improve CVPI performance by introducing
a confidence metric to each joint in the estimated 3D human
pose instead of developing a new 3D HPE method. In this
paper, we select one recent 3D HPE algorithm proposed by
Zhou et al. [40] to derive the confidence on each joint for
CVPI. However, the proposed approach can be easily applied
to other 3D HPE methods.
C. Confidence Metric
Although significant advance has been achieved in these
years, computer vision algorithms are still unreliable and
even fail sometimes due to the large variation of environments [43]. Therefore, it is important to own the ability of
self-evaluation or introspection [44]–[46]. Confidence metric,
which reflects the certainty of an algorithm on its output, is a
kind of self-evaluation ability. Confidence metric of methods
is crucial if human/system plans to take action based on
their output. If we know it will fail, we can alleviate the
bad influence by taking action in advance. Generally, there
exist two kinds of definitions for confidence: (1) confidence
of a model [47]–[49], (2) confidence of a model’s prediction
on a single example [44], [50]. The former is a statistic
analysis of a model’s results on a sample set, while the latter
is to predict the confidence of an individual instance. Our
proposed confidence metric belongs to the latter kind. There
have been existing works on confidence analysis for human
pose estimation [50], [51], face recognition [52], and other
related topics [53], [54]. In [50], a human pose evaluator
is trained to predict whether the algorithm returns a correct
result for a new test data. Besides, Gal and Ghahramani [55]
interpret dropout using Bayesian approximation to model the
uncertainty, which has been applied in active learning [56] and
scene understanding [57].
Different from analyzing the confidence of the entire pose,
we are deriving a confidence metric for every joint’s location.
A related work is [58], which considers reliability of joints
for posture classification. However, our work focuses on the
reliability of 3D pose estimation procedure from appearance
instead of the pose obtained by Kinect. Moreover, we use the
introduced confidence metric to compute confidence-weighted
pose distance for CVPI.
III. C ROSS -V IEW P ERSON I DENTIFICATION
In this paper, we propose to accomplish CVPI by matching
the 3D human poses extracted from different videos. Considering the high inaccuracy and inconsistency of 3D human
pose estimation, we develop a confidence metric to 3D HPE.
Specifically, the confidence metric measures the certainty of
each joint’s location predicted by a 3D HPE method. Then, this
confidence metric is combined with the inaccurately estimated
3D human pose to compute the distance between a pair of
videos. As shown in Fig. 2, our method consists of three
components: 3D human pose estimation from videos, confidence metric computation for each joint, and video distance
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the proposed method for CVPI. First, we estimate 3D pose from the probe video. Then we compute its confidence metric. We apply
the same algorithms to estimate the 3D pose and the confidence metric for each video in the gallery set. Finally, we calculate the confidence-weighted pose
distance between the probe video and each gallery video. The video in the gallery set with the minimal distance is taken as the matched one.

calculation for CVPI. The first two parts aim to estimate 3D
human pose and corresponding confidence metric from videos,
which are then combined in the last component to calculate
pose-based distance between two videos. For a probe video,
the matched video is the one with the smallest pose distance
in the gallery dataset. This section will briefly introduce the
distance calculation component and the remaining parts will
be described in the following two sections.
Before pose distance calculation, the pose should be normalized into the same view and scale. Our normalization
includes three steps: rescale each limb s length to the average
of corresponding limb in the training set; translate the pelvis
to the origin of axis; rotate the zenith and azimuthal of
torso (the segment between pelvis and spine) to a constant
angle since this body part can be assumed to be rigid.
After the normalized 3D poses and their confidence metrics are obtained, the distance D P between two videos is
defined as
D P = F(W 1 , W 2 , S1 , S2 )

(1)

where S1 (S2 ) represents the 3D pose of the first (second)
video, whose corresponding confidence metric is W 1 (W 2 ).
F is a mapping function which takes poses and confidence
metrics as input and outputs the distance between two videos.
F can be manually designed or directly learned from the
training dataset, which will be detailed in Section VI.
Further, we can integrate the pose-based CVPI method with
appearance- and motion-based CVPI methods by
D = DM + α D A + β D P

(2)

where D is the fused distance, D M , D A and D P are the
matching distances computed by motion, appearance and pose
respectively. α, β are coefficients to balance the different
value ranges of the three distances. The selection of their
values will given in the experimental Section. Here, we use the
method in [1] and [59] to compute the motion and appearance
distances respectively. Specifically, for each video, two feature
vectors are derived to represent the motion or appearance
of the person respectively. Then, the Euclidean distance
between these derived motion (appearance) feature vectors
are taken as the matching distance D M (D A ) between two
videos.

IV. 3D H UMAN P OSE E STIMATION
As stated above, we choose the 3D human pose estimation
method in [40] to develop the proposed method of confidence
estimation and pose-based CVPI. The selected pose estimation
procedure contains two steps: 2D heat-maps estimation and
3D pose recovery from 2D heat-maps. The original method
assumes all human joints are captured by the camera, which
is not true in the videos captured by wearable cameras.
An adaption is proposed to handle the case of varying number
of captured joints. In the following, we first review the two
steps in [40] and then introduce our adaption.
A. 2D Heat-Maps Estimation
Performed on each frame independently, the first step in [40]
is to estimate 2D heat-maps of all joints of a video. On each
frame, it outputs J heat-maps, each of which is a likelihood of
the corresponding human joint over every image coordinate.
We replace the original 2D heat-maps estimation component
in [40] with the stacked hourglass network architecture [30]
due to its great performance. This network is trained by
minimizing the following Euclidean distance
L 2D =

J
1
Y j − Y j 
J

(3)

j =1

where Y j and Y j are the predicted heat-map and corresponding
ground-truth for j -th joint respectively, and J is the number of
human joints. For each joint, its 2D location is the coordinate
of the peak value in its heat-map. Refer to [30] for more
details. We directly adopt their released network model and
parameters trained on MPII dataset [29], which contains more
than 28 000 variable human poses in the wild environment.
Due to this large-scale dataset and powerful network architecture, this model generates feasible 2D pose in the videos taken
by wearable cameras.
B. 3D Human Pose Estimation Using 2D Heat-Maps
After getting 2D heat-maps of all the frames of a video,
Zhou et al. [40] recover the 3D human poses via penalized
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). There exist two different cases: 1) 2D poses are provided and 2) 2D heat-maps
instead of 2D poses are given. If 2D poses P of a sequence
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are given, the MLE for recovering the 3D pose parameter θ
is defined as following
θ ∗ = arg max ln Pr( P|θ ) − R(θ ),
θ

(4)

where P = { P t } is the set of 2D poses, Pr( P|θ ) is the
conditional distribution of 2D pose given 3D pose, R(θ ) is
the prior, which will be detailed later.
Considering the specific form of the conditional distribution
Pr( P|θ ), Eq. (4) can be converted to minimize the following
function
L(θ ; P) =

n
k

ν
 P t − Rt
cit B i − T t 1T 2F + R(θ ) (5)
2
t =1

i=1

where P t ∈ R 2×J is the 2D locations of joints at frame t,
cit is coefficient of the i -th basis pose B i ∈ B at frame t.
B = {B 1 , · · · B k } ⊂ R 3×J is the 3D pose dictionary which
concisely summarizes the pose variation [60]. Each element
B i is a 3D pose which represents a typical configuration of
the joints location. Currently, B is learned from 3D pose of
walking videos in Human 3.6M dataset. R t ∈ R 2×3 and T t ∈
R 2 denote the camera rotation and translation respectively.
 ·  F represents the Frobenius norm. Here, to satisfy the
dimension requirement of mathematical operation, we use a
row vector 1T to replicate T t in column aspect. Its specific
length is determined according to actual need. For notational
convenience, we use C = {cit }, R = {Rt } and T = {T t } to
represent the set of parameters in all frames of a video. Finally,
all these parameters are denoted as θ = {C, R, T }. To improve
the temporal smoothness of the estimated 3D pose and the
sparsity of the recovery process, the prior on θ is defined as
μ2
μ3
∇t C2F +
∇t R2F
R(θ ) = μ1 C1 +
(6)
2
2
where  · 1 denotes the 1 -norm, ∇t is the discrete temporal
derivative operator, μ1 , μ2 and μ3 are the balance coefficients
for different terms.
The problem in Eq. (5) is a non-convex problem with respect
to θ = {C, R, T }. It is solved via block coordinate descent
[61], i.e., alternately updating one of C, R, or T while fixing
the other two. As stated in [40] and [61], this algorithm is
guaranteed to converge since the objective function in (5)
is non-increasing with respect to one parameter when fixing
others. Refer to [40] for more details.
If only 2D heat-maps are given, like our situation, an Expectation-Maximization algorithm is used. First,
the expectation of 2D pose is calculated given 2D heat-maps
and current estimated 3D pose. Second, this expectation is
used in the minimization of Eq. (5). Through iterations over
these two steps, the 3D pose can be recovered. In our experiment, the optimization algorithm usually converges in 10 iterations with CPU time less than 80s for a sequence of 120 frame
on a two Intel E5-2620 2.4G CPU workstation.
After the 3D pose parameters θ of a sequence are obtained,
the final 3D pose at frame t can be represented as
St =

k

i=1

cit B i .

(7)

Fig. 3. An illustration of 3D HPE results. Top: original image sequence with
estimated 2D pose; Middle and Bottom: estimated 3D human pose without
and with the adaption to handle missing body parts. Green lines represent left
limbs while the red lines represent the right limbs.

Since this 3D pose is rebuilt with a 3D pose dictionary learned
from a real human pose dataset, it is more likely for the
recovered 3D pose to satisfy the structure constraints of human
body.

C. Adaption to Handle Missing Body Parts
In [40], an important assumption is that all human joints
in all frames are captured by the camera. In practice, some
human joints may not be viewable in some frames of a video
due to view-angle changes and occlusions. This joint missing
situation will be more common in videos captured by wearable
cameras because of larger view-angle changes. In this case,
the 2D HPE algorithm introduced in Section IV-A may return
incorrect locations for these missing joints, as shown in the top
row of Fig. 3. Such incorrect joint locations may violate the
structure constraint of body parts and prevent from rebuilding
the correct 3D pose using 3D pose dictionary. Even if an
eclectic 3D pose is recovered, it will not conform to the true
3D pose in the image, as shown in the second row of Fig. 3.
Using these false 3D poses may seriously hurt the performance
of CVPI based on 3D human pose matching.
To solve the above problem, we adapt the original 3D
pose estimation method by introducing the concept of validity,
which describes the correctness of estimated 2D location of
each joint in every frame of a video. First, we assign a
binary validity label to every joint. Its definition is based on a
common fact – If the returned heat-map of a joint is incorrect,
its peak value is always much smaller than that of correct heatmaps in CNN-based 2D HPE algorithms. So a binary validity
label is assigned to every joint by comparing the peak value of
its heat-map with a fixed threshold. Namely, the label is 1 if the
peak value is larger than this threshold, and 0 otherwise. In our
experiments, this threshold is 0.1, which is selected through
experiments on SEQ1 and is directly used to all datasets. The
influence of this threshold will be discussed in the experiment section. Then, we add the validity label into Eq. (5),
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leading to

time t, N( p) represents the four neighbors of p. wcent is the
weight of center pixel of the local region, which is empirically
selected to be 0.5 based on SEQ1 and then applied to all the
datasets. Such 2D confidence reflects the certainty of the map
when visual appearance is projected to 2D locations.

L(θ ; P)
k
n

ν
=
(1φt ) ◦ ( P t − Rt
cit B i − T t 1T )2F +R(θ )
2
t =1

i=1

(8)
where φt ∈ R 1×J is the validity label of all joints at time t, ◦
denotes the element-wise multiplication of two matrices, i.e.
Hadamard multiplication. Eq. (8) can be rewritten as
L(θ ; P) =

n
k

ν
(1φt ) ◦ P t − Rt
cit ((1φt ) ◦ B i )
2
t =1

i=1

−(1φt ) ◦ (T t 1T )2F + R(θ ).

(9)

As in [40], Eq. (9) can be minimized by updating one of C,
R or T alternately while fixing the other two. The first term
(1φt )◦ P t in Eq. (9) represents the valid 2D locations of joints
at frame t. The term (1φt ) ◦ B i denotes the corresponding
3D pose dictionary. These two terms can be calculated in
advance. Therefore, the iterative algorithm for minimizing
Eq. (9) is the same as that for minimizing Eq. (5) in the
original method except for changing the dictionary and 2D
pose using the validity label in advance. In detail, for each
frame of a sequence, we first calculate the valid 2D poses and
specified 3D pose dictionary using the validity label. Then,
the adapted 2D pose and dictionary are used to replace the P t
and B i in the original iterative algorithm. Other things, like
the value of parameters, are kept the same as in [40]. Sample
results of our adapted HPE algorithm are shown in the bottom
row of Fig. 3, where we just show the locations of valid joints.
V. C ONFIDENCE M ETRIC TO 3D HPE
This section introduces the confidence metric 3D pose
estimation at each joint and this metric can consider three
aspects: confidence of 2D HPE, confidence of 3D HPE from
2D heat-maps, and temporal confidence. The first two focus on
the partial space while the last one is on the temporal space.
A. Confidence of 2D HPE
The confidence of 2D HPE is the certainty of estimated
2D location of a joint. In CNN-based 2D HPE, a heat-map
is defined as a per-pixel likelihood for a joint’s location.
So we can use the value of a heat-map as the confidence of
corresponding 2D location. However, the resolution of heatmaps is a quarter of that of input images, indicating that
the value of heat-maps will not be very smooth. To improve
robustness, the confidence of 2D location p is defined as
a weighted average value of its four neighbors and itself.
Supposing the j -th joint is located at location p at time t,
its 2D confidence is defined as

0.25 × Yt ( p )
Wt2D ( j ) = wcent × Yt ( p)+(1−wcent )
p  ∈N( p)

(10)
where Wt2D ( j ) ∈ R is the 2D confidence of the j -th joint at
time t, Yt ( p) denotes the value of heat-map Y at location p at

B. Confidence of 3D HPE
For a fixed 2D pose, there may exist multiple possible
3D poses. As a result, 3D HPE is generally formulated as
a selection process which aims to find the best matching 3D
pose given a 2D pose sequence. Considering this, confidence
of 3D HPE can be defined as the matching level between the
recovered 3D pose and the estimated 2D pose, which is related
to the 3D HPE algorithm.
Based on the objective function (9), our current 3D HPE
confidence is inversely proportional to the distance between
the 2D pose estimated from images and the 2D pose projected
from 3D pose, i.e.,
Wt3D ( j ) = −(1φt ( j )) ◦ [ P t ( j )− Rt St ( j )−T t ( j )]2F

(11)

where Wt3D ( j ) ∈ R is the 3D confidence of the j -th joint at
time t. Obviously, the 3D confidence for joints with invalid
location is zero, which means no impact of these incorrect
joint’s location on pose matching.

C. Temporal Confidence
The above two kinds of confidence focus on spatial
space. To model the consistency of joint locations over time,
we design a temporal confidence, which describes the smoothness of a joint’s location over time. As a result, the temporal
confidence is defined as the distance between the joints’
locations in adjacent frames
WtT ( j ) = −φt ( j )φt −1( j )St ( j ) − St −1 ( j )2

(12)

where WtT ( j ) ∈ R is the temporal confidence of the j -th
joint at time t, whose 3D location is St ( j ), and φt is used
to remove the impact of invalid joint location. According
to Eq. (12), a sudden change of a joint’s location means
lower confidence, which conforms to the motion pattern of
human. In the experiment, we use the projected 2D pose
Rt St ( j ) + T t ( j ) to replace the 3D pose St ( j ) since the depth
estimation is not very accurate. This replacement can improve
the performance by 1% to 2%.

VI. V IDEO D ISTANCE C OMPUTATION
Now we have the 3D poses along a video and their corresponding confidence metrics. To accomplish CVPI, we need
to compute pose-based video distance using Eq. (1). In this
section, we will introduce the two ways for constructing
function F in (1) – one is based on multiplication and the
other is based on supervised deep learning.
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Fig. 4. Network architecture for computing the distance of a pair of videos. A input vector is built to represent the pose distance and confidence metrics of
two corresponding frames. The vectors of all the frames are processed by the module in red box simultaneously. Then the outputs are concatenated and fed
to the remaining layers.

A. Multiplication Based Video Distance
Since confidence metrics measure the reliability of estimated 3D locations of human joints, we can simply use
them as weights. Specifically, we can directly multiply the
confidence metrics of each joint and its distance in two
corresponding frames. Then we can obtain the pose-based
distance between two videos by adding the weighted distances
of all the joints over all the frames. However, the value ranges
of the three confidence metrics are different in our experiment.
W 2D is a probability value in [0, 1]. W 3D represents the
distance between the observed 2D pose and the projected 2D
pose, which is in the range of [−30, 0]. W T is the variation of
joint locations over time, which varies in [-10, 0]. Obviously,
it is improper to multiply them directly. They should be
transformed into the same range. Considering this, we fuse
the three confidence metrics by
Wt ( j ) = φt ( j ) × Wt2D ( j ) × eα

3D W 3D ( j )
t

× eα

T WT ( j)
t

(13)

where Wt ( j ) ∈ R is the final confidence of the j -th joint at
time t, α 3D , α T ∈ R are the coefficients for different confidence metrics. These two coefficients and exponent functions
are used to transform the values of temporal and 3D HPE
confidences to the range of [0, 1], which can then multiply with
the 2D HPE confidence directly. Note that we use the same
coefficients for all the joints in Eq. (13). In the experiments,
these two coefficients are selected by using the training dataset
of SEQ1 - α 3D and α T are set to 0.2 and 0.5 respectively for
all the experiments.
After obtaining the fused confidence, we can rewrite the
video distance in Eq. (1) as
DP =

J

t

mi n(Wt1 ( j ), Wt2 ( j ))(S1t ( j ) − S2t ( j ))

to compute the video distance by learning from the dataset
directly. In other word, F in Eq. (1) is a CNN. Specifically,
it takes pose difference of two videos and their corresponding confidence metrics as input and outputs the pose-based
distance. A naive idea is to directly concatenate the pose
differences and confidence metrics in all frame to build the
input of CNN. However, this will result in an input vector
with very large dimension. In our experiment, the dimension
of pose difference and confidence metrics of a frame is 80.
If we concatenate the pose differences and confidence metrics
of all 120 frames, the length of input vector would be 9600.
Thus, the number of CNN parameters will be very large, which
means more training examples are needed to avoid over-fitting.
On the other hand, the operation of each frame should be the
same if we ignore the temporal relationship of frames. So,
we propose to apply the same operation to every frame and
then concatenate the output features. The resulting network
architecture is shown in Fig 4. The modules bounded by a red
box is operated on every frame independently. Then the output
features are concatenated and fed to the remaining layers as
shown in Fig. 4 to merge the information of all the frames
to generate the final distance. The neural network in Fig. 4
contains one residual module, whose effectiveness has been
verified in [62].
According to the definition of CVPI, two videos capturing
the same person constitute a positive example pair while
two other arbitrary videos from different cameras make up
a negative pair. Therefore, a training example consists of a
pair of videos and a binary label, which is 1 for a matching
pair and 0 otherwise. For two videos, the input vector x t of
the CNN at frame t is built via the following equation
di f

(14)

x t = [St

j =1

where t represents the index of video frame. For each joint,
we compare its confidences in the two considered videos and
select the smaller one as the final weight. The final distance
D P between a pair of videos is the sum of pose distance over
all the frames. According to Eqs. (13) and (14), only the subset
of joints that are captured in both two corresponding frames
are used to compute the distance of a pair of videos. If a joint
is detected in one video but not the other, this joint will not
be considered in computing video distance.
B. Deep Learning Based Video Distance
The fusing method in the above subsection is handcrafted,
which may not be optimal and affect the performance of
CVPI. To address this problem, we employ a CNN to more
optimally fuse the poses and corresponding confidence metrics

Wt2D Wt3D WtT φt ]

(15)

di f

where St ( j ) = |S1t ( j ) − S2t ( j )| denotes the 3D location
di f
difference of two videos, St , Wt2D , Wt3D , WtT and φt are
the concatenation of corresponding pose difference, confidence
metrics and validity labels of all the joints, respectively. As in
Eq. (14), the smaller confidence value of the two videos are
selected as the final confidence in Eq. (15). Element-wise
operation is used to get the final validity label. So the input
feature x consists of pose difference, confidence metrics and
the validity labels. To identify the true matching video from a
gallery set, the distance of the positive pair should be smaller
than that of the negative pairs. As a result, we use the contrast
loss function to learn the parameters of CNN, i.e.
LC N N =

N
1 
2yi di2 + (1 − yi )max(m − di , 0)2
N
i=1

(16)
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Algorithm 1 CNN Training Algorithm
Input: learning rate; total epoch number Ne ; number of videos
in a camera Nv ; number of hard negative examples Nh ;
pose, confidence metrics and validity label of each video
Output: Network Parameters
1: Initialize network parameters
2: Build input feature vector for positive examples
3: for i ter = 1 : Ne do
4:
//Mining hard negative examples
5:
for i v = 1 : Nv do
6:
Compute the distance between i v-th video and all ..
videos except for the i v-th from another camera
7:
Select the videos with top Nh largest distance
8:
Build input vector for negative video pairs
9:
end for
10:
Train parameters of the network
11: end for
12: return Network Parameters

where four cameras capture the same person simultaneously
from different views. Specifically, only two temporal synchronized videos from two cameras are regarded as a true matching
pair, otherwise they are not a matching pair. We employ
the Matconvnet ver1.0-beta25 [63] to implement the CNN
architecture in Fig. 4. The Rmsprop algorithm [64] is used
for learning the parameters. In the experiment, we first train
the network on synthesized sequences, then fine-tune the
parameters on training set of each dataset.

where yi is the label of i -th example, di is the corresponding
distance computed by the CNN, m is a margin for video
distance. In our experiment, m is set to 100. According to
Eq. (16), the distance for positive examples should be close
to 0 while the distance of negative examples should be larger
than the margin. This is just the requirement of CVPI.
According to the definition of examples, the ratio between
the number of positive examples and negative examples will
1
if there are N videos under a single camera. This
be N−1
severe data imbalance will hurt the performance as shown
in many CNN literatures. A natural choice is to select some
hard negative examples. It is obvious that a fixed selection
of negative examples will not reflect the real distribution of
entire examples. We utilize a dynamic hard negative example
mining strategy which iteratively mines hard negative examples in every training epoch of the CNN. The final training
algorithm of the proposed network is shown in Algorithm 1,
in which lines 5 to 8 describes the hard negative example mining strategy. The algorithm inputs are some hyperparameters, person identity of each video, estimated pose and
corresponding confidence metrics. The output is the learned
parameters of CNN. First, we build the input vector according
to Eq. (15). Then we use current CNN parameters to compute
the distance of each pair of videos in line 6. Based on the
obtained distance, just several most similar video pairs are
selected as negative examples. Next, the positive examples
and the selected negative examples are used to update the
CNN parameters. By only selecting several hardest negative
examples, we can reduce the computation time largely. For
inference, we execute line 5 to 6 of Alg. 1 on test videos and
store the distance values. For a query video, the video with the
smallest distance in the gallery dataset is taken as the matched
video.
Implementation Details: Since training examples in current
CVPI datasets are not enough, learning parameters only on
these datasets will lead to over-fitting. We synthesize 978 pairs
of sequences with 120 frames from Human 3.6M dataset [4],

VII. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe the datasets and evaluation
metric. Then we discuss the influence of network configuration
on CVPI performance and finally report the experimental
results.
A. Datasets and Evaluation Metric
The proposed method is evaluated on three datasets: SEQ1,
SEQ2 [2] and SYN [1], all of which are human-walking
videos. These datasets are taken by two temporally synchronized GoPro cameras with different views. As a result, they
consist of video pairs, each of which actually captures the
same walking subject from different views. In all datasets,
the GoPro cameras are mounted on the wearers’ heads. The
length of each video is 120 frames. All subjects wear similar
clothes - T-shirts and blue jeans in SEQ1 and SEQ2, dark
jackets in SYN. There are 114 and 88 video pairs in SEQ1 and
SEQ2, respectively, all of which are performed by 6 subjects in
a football field. Besides the people of interest, there are other
pedestrians which may cross the people of interest. Together
with the camera angle issues, this may make portions of human
body invisible in some video frames. SYN contains 208 video
pairs performed by 14 subjects near a building. Compared to
the first two datasets, SYN has less camera motion. Besides, all
the human body parts in SYN are visible. For fair comparison
with previous methods, the frame resolution of all the videos
is normalized to 64 × 128. Note that video datasets that
are widely used for evaluating person Re-ID, such as PRID
2011, ILIDS-VID, MARS and SDU-VID are usually taken
by multiple cameras without spatial overlap and temporal
synchronization. Therefore, they do not satisfy the requirement
for the proposed CVPI task and are not suitable for evaluating
the CVPI algorithms. Besides, more complex and uncommon
person actions in a video actually provide more pose information for CVPI. In our experiments, all our test videos only
contain the most common action of person walking, which
actually increases the difficulty of CVPI by showing relatively
simple and similar poses for different people.
Following the evaluation protocol in [1] and [2], we randomly split the dataset into two equal-size parts for training
and testing respectively. One camera’s videos are probe set
and the others are gallery set. For multiplication based video
distance, we select the coefficients in Eq. (13) on the training
set of SEQ1. Then, these selected parameters are used to
evaluate our method on testing sets of all three datasets.
For deep learning based video distance, the CNN parameters
are learned on synthesized sequences and fine-tuned on the
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TABLE I
CMC P ERFORMANCE OF SEQ1 U SING D IFFERENT W EIGHT VALUES OF 2D C ONFIDENCE

training set of each dataset. Then we test the learned network
on corresponding testing set and report the results. Like
previous methods [1], [2], we use the Cumulative Matching
Characteristics (CMC) ranks [65] as our metric for CVPI
performance evaluation. CMC at rank k means the predicted
results are right if the correct matching video is within the
k-best results. We choose k to be 1, 5, 10 and 20, respectively
in our experiments. To reduce the impact of random split on
performance, we execute the random partitioning for ten times
and report the average CMC score unless otherwise stated.
Based on the code released by Newell et al. [30] and
Zhou et al. [60], we implement our model with Matlab
except for the 2D heat-maps estimation module, which is
implemented with torch. On a two Intel E5-2620 2.4G CPU
workstation with an NVIDIA Tesla K40m GPU, it needs
6.52 seconds to estimate 2D heat-maps of joints for a sequence
with 120 frames. 3D human pose estimation from 2D heatmaps takes about 96.44 seconds. Confidence metric computation needs 15 ms since they just involve simple arithmetic operation. It needs about 10 hours for training the
CNN parameters in deep learning based distance computation
method. The computation of distance between two videos
takes 0.4ms and 10ms for multiplication based and deep learning based methods, respectively. Since the 3D human pose
and confidence metric of each gallery video can be computed
in advance, most time is spent on the pose estimation and
confidence metric computation for the probe video. After that,
the matching process will take 10N or 0.4N ms if there are
N gallery videos. The slowest part is 3D HPE, which could
be replaced with the newest CNN-based method to improve
the speed and performance.
B. Influence of Parameters
In this subsection, we discuss the influence of some parameters on CVPI performance. All experiments in this subsection
are conducted on the SEQ1 dataset. Since the training of CNN
takes long time, we just run the deep learning based method
using one random split for the first two parameters. For the
remaining parameters, we use multiplication based distance to
show their influence.
1) Influence of the Number of Hard Negative Examples:
We propose a dynamic hard negative example mining strategy,
which includes a parameter Nh representing the number of
selected hard negative examples. To investigate the influence
of this parameter, we run multiple experiments with different
values of Nh . The results are shown in Fig. 5(a). In this figure,
the most important CMC Rank 1 performance increases when

Fig. 5.
CMC performance on SEQ1 using different configurations.
(a) Influence of negative examples. (b) Influence of video length.
TABLE II
CMC A CCURACY U SING D IFFERENT T HRESHOLDS
FOR VALIDITY L ABEL

Nh is smaller than 45. It stops growing after Nh reaches
45. When Nh equals 56 (the number of all training negative
examples in SEQ1), all negative examples in SEQ1 are used.
In other word, the dynamic example mining strategy is not
used. As expected, the performance is worse than that of
using dynamic negative example mining strategy. The average
performance shows similar trend except that the inflection
point is 10. In the following experiments, Nh is set to 45 for
SEQ1 and SYN, 35 for SEQ2 since there are fewer examples
in SEQ2.
2) Influence of Video Length: Then, we discuss the influence of video length on CVPI performance. We just change
the length of input videos and keep all the other settings the
same. The results of new models are shown in Fig. 5(b). The
performance increases when the video length increases from
50 to 120. This is a natural phenomenon since more frames
mean richer information. In the following sections, we always
set video length to be 120.
3) Influence of the Weight of 2D Confidence: The definition
of 2D confidence in Eq. (10) contains a parameter wcent ,
which denotes the weight of center pixel of the local region.
To show its influence on the CVPI performance, we conducted
experiments on SEQ1 using different values for wcent and the
results are shown in Table I. From this table, we can see that
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TABLE III
CMC P ERFORMANCE OF THE M ULTIPLICATION -BASED CVPI W HEN U SING D IFFERENT C ONFIDENCE M ETRICS

Fig. 6. CMC performance on SEQ1 using different α and β. (a) Accuracy
curve with different α when β = 10. (b) Accuracy curve with different β
when α = 0.5.

the best performance is achieved when the value of wcent is
0.5, which we will use in the following experiments..
4) Influence of Threshold for Validity Label: In Section IVC, a threshold is used to assign a binary validity label.
Table II shows the CMC accuracy by using different thresholds
for assigning the validity label. We can see that the best
performance is achieved when the threshold is set to 0.1 and
we choose this threshold value in the following experiments.
When the threshold is 0, our adaption is degenerated to
the original HPE with much poorer CMC performance. This
verifies the effectiveness of our adaption.
C. Effects of Different Confidence Metrics
This section investigates the effects of different confidence
metrics on CVPI performance. For simplicity, we just use
multiplication based video distance to illustrate the influence.
We run multiple experiments with different configurations of
confidence metrics, whose results are shown in Table III.
In this table, ‘Pose’ denotes the CVPI performance only
using 3D human pose without any confidence. ‘Pose+2D’,
‘Pose+3D’ and ‘Pose+T’ are the performance using 3D pose
weighted by the confidence of 2D HPE, the confidence of 3D
HPE, and temporal confidence, respectively. ‘Pose+2D+T’,
‘Pose+3D+T’, ‘Pose+2D+3D’ are the performance by using
three ways of combining two confidence metrics, respectively.
‘CPose’ is the performance by fusing all three confidence
metrics.
Since some body parts are occluded or missing in the
videos of SEQ1 and SEQ2, the CVPI accuracy is much
lower than that of SYN. The low accuracy shows it is

difficult to accurately estimate 3D human pose from videos
captured by wearable cameras. For all the three datasets,
adding any one of the three confidence metrics can improve
the pose-based CVPI performance substantially. This verifies
the combination of the inaccurately estimated pose with a
joint-based confidence can boost the CVPI performance. From
this table, we also find that the 2D confidence can help
improve the CVPI performance more than the other two
kinds of confidence. Since 2D pose estimation is the first
step of 3D pose estimation and determines the accuracy
of estimated 3D pose, the confidence of 2D HPE is more
valuable than that of 3D HPE and temporal. In most cases,
the method using the fused confidence metric leads to the best
performance.

D. Quantitative Comparison
In this section, we compare our method with several other
state-of-the-art methods. We use CPose and LPose to denote
the proposed multiplication based method and deep learning
based method respectively. The compared methods include
discriminative video ranking (DVR) [66], 3D pose estimation
for person identification (3DHPE) [2], recurrent feature aggregation (RFA) [1], [59] and view invariant features from optical
flow (Flow) [1]. RFA [57] use an LSTM network to extract
discriminative feature directly from the RGB image sequence,
which represents the appearance of person. In these methods,
3DHPE and CPose are unsupervised since they do not need
the information of person identity. Other methods need the
training dataset to learn the parameters.
Table IV shows the experimental results. Both CPose and
LPose achieve much higher performance than DVR and
3DHPE, which validates the effectiveness of the combination
of human pose with confidence metrics. Since CPose does
not use other large-scale dataset for training, the accuracy is
inferior to that of Flow and RFA. Even so, it still outperforms
RFA in SYN in term of CMC rank 1. The reason may be
that SYN contains less occlusions. Compared with CPose,
LPose obtains higher performance in most cases. For example,
the CMC rank 1 accuracy gain on SEQ1 is more than 17.54%.
The performance gain on SYN is less than that of SEQ1 and
SEQ2. The reason might be that the reliability of estimated
pose on SYN is much higher than that of SEQ1 and SEQ2 and
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF THE P ROPOSED M ETHOD W ITH S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M ETHODS ON SEQ 1, SEQ 2 AND SYN D ATASETS IN T ERMS OF CMC R ANK

TABLE V
AVERAGE CMC S CORE OF SEQ1 U SING D IFFERENT α AND β

the benefit of using the confidence metrics on SYN is not that
significant.
We further combine the pose-based method, appearancebased and flow-based method using Eq. (2). In Eq. (2), α and β
are used to handle the different value ranges of pose distance,
appearance distance and motion distance, in case one overly
dominates the other two. For example, in our experiment,
the values of CPose distance, motion distance and appearance
distance are around 2, 22 and 46 respectively. If we directly
add them without any weights, the appearance may contribute
much more than pose and motion to the final CVPI accuracy.
The value of α and β are selected on SEQ1 and we then
use these values for experiments on all the three datasets. For
showing the effect of these coefficients on CVPI performance,
we conduct experiments on SEQ1 using different values for
α and β for combing CPose with appearance and flow. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. From this figure, we can see
that the CMC accuracy achieves the best when α and β
equal 0.5 and 10 respectively. If they deviate too much from
these values, the performance will decrease severely. A more
detailed CMC accuracy variation is shown in Table V. For
saving space, we just give the average scores over CMC Rank
1, 5, 10 and 20. From Table V, we can find that the CVPI
performance is not very sensitive when the values of α and β
vary in the range of [0.2, 0.8] and [7, 13] respectively. The
results of LPose are similar except that the α and β are in
different ranges since the value ranges of CPose and LPose are

TABLE VI
C ROSS -D ATA P ERFORMANCE IN T ERMS OF CMC R ANK

different. As a result, we set α and β to 0.5 and 10 respectively
for CPose, and 0.9 and 28 respectively for LPose.
In the bottom eight rows of Table IV, we give the final
results for combined methods - combine CPose or LPose
with RFA(Flow). CPose and LPose show similar performance.
Adding arbitrary kind of pose to Flow (or RFA) leads to better
performance than the original Flow (or RFA). Combining pose,
Flow and RFA achieves the highest performance in most cases,
which verifies that the human poses, although inaccurately
estimated, can still complement motion and appearance features for improving CVPI.
E. Cross-Dataset Testing
As in [1], we also compare cross-dataset performance. For
fair comparison, we perform this testing on SEQ2 using the
parameters fine-tuned on SEQ1 dataset. The results are shown
in Table VI. Note that for the two unsupervised methods,
the accuracy keeps unchanged. The proposed CPose achieves
the best cross-dataset testing performance and the performance
gain is over 11% in term of CMC rank 1. Besides, we can see
that the two unsupervised methods, 3DHPE and CPose, show
much better cross-data testing performance than the appearance or optical-flow based methods. Although SEQ1 and
SEQ2 share similar background and subjects, the supervised
methods including RFA, Flow and LPose still do not perform
well on cross-dataset testing. This may be caused by overfitting in training due to the large number of trained parameters
and the small number of training samples. Even so, the posebased supervised method LPose obtains much better accuracy
than Flow and RFA in Rank 5, 10 and 20. This shows that
pose is a more robust cue with higher generalization ability.
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Fig. 7. Sample matching results. Three columns are from SEQ1, SEQ2 and SYN dataset respectively. Top two rows are correct matching video pairs. One
row is probe input video and the other is the returned matching video. The bottom three rows show failure cases. The third row is the probe input video. The
fourth row is the returned matching video, which is incorrect, and the last row is the true matching video for the probe in the third row.

Fig. 8.

Matching examples with different model settings. The sequences bounded by a red rectangle are the true-matched ones.

F. Qualitative Results
In Fig. 3, we show the 3D human pose estimation results
for a video sequence. From this figure, we can find that some

body parts of this sequence are not captured by cameras and
the number of missing body parts is changing over time.
As shown in the top row, the predicted 2D pose are superposed
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on the images. We can see that the 2D locations for missing
body joints are severely incorrect. The 3D pose obtained by
the original method is given in the second row. Due to the
influence of the false 2D locations, the 3D locations of visible
joints are also incorrect. The last row gives the 3D pose
estimated by our adapted method. We can find our adaption
can return reasonable pose for visible human body parts at any
time, which can be used for pose-based CVPI.
Sample matching results are shown in Fig. 7. The three
columns are samples from SEQ1, SEQ2 and SYN respectively.
The top two rows are correct matching video pairs. Incorrect
matching video pairs are shown in the bottom three rows,
where the third row are probe inputs, the fourth row gives
the returned false sequences and the true matching sequences
are shown in the fifth row. The 3D human movements in the
matched video pairs are completely consistent. In the correctly
matched videos from SEQ1 and SEQ2, some body parts are
missing. Nevertheless, our algorithm still returns the correct
matching results. This shows that using some of body parts
is sufficient for CVPI. For failure cases, the main reasons
include the missing of too many key body parts and the
overly large difference of the camera views. For example,
the failed matching in SEQ1 in Fig. 7 may be caused by the
totally opposite view angles of the true matched video pairs,
as indicated in rows 3 and 5 in Fig. 7. As a result, the visible
parts in the probe are invisible in the true matching video,
which leads to a false matching. Similarly, due to the cameraview difference, many key body parts are occluded in the probe
video of SEQ2, which results in a false matching. The false
matching video in SYN has very similar movement as the
probe video.
To further analyze the effects of different model settings,
we show the returned videos by different models in Fig. 8,
where the videos bounded by a red rectangle are the truematching ones. Note that the frame indices of the query video
and the returned one are the same. From this figure, we can
find that the incorporation of confidence can improve the
matching results. In the first example, the returned video by
using a single confidence metric is incorrect, but combining
all three confidence metrics leads to a correct CVPI result.
In the second example, the video returned by CPose is very
similar to the query video, but it is still not the true matching
one. However, LPose returns the true video, which illustrates
the effectiveness of the proposed deep-learning method for
confidence-metric fusing.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a confidence-weighted human
pose matching method for cross-view person identification
(CVPI), i.e., identifying the same person from temporally
synchronized videos. Considering the high inaccuracy of 3D
human pose estimation (HPE), we develop a new metric
of confidence to 3D HPE, which measures the estimation
confidence of each joint. The proposed confidence metric
combines 2D HPE confidence, 3D HPE confidence and temporal confidence. We proposed two methods to combine the
inaccurately estimated 3D human pose with the confidence
metric for CVPI. We found that the derived confidence metric
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can promote the pose-based CVPI. Finally, we integrate the
estimated pose features into motion and appearance features
and found that they can well complement each other and the
integration of all three leads to a new state-of-the-art CVPI
performance. Currently, each module is trained individually,
which may restrict the performance. For the future work,
we plan to design an end-to-end CNN, which integrates 3D
pose estimation, confidence metrics computation and video
distance calculation in a single architecture. Besides, we will
construct more datasets with other human actions to better
evaluate different methods.
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